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A method is presented for obtaining irrational speeds of growth of configurations in generalized 

Pascal triangles and one-dimensional cellular automata. This method does not use diagonalization 

or simulation of Turing machines but uses a number-theoretic idea. 

1. Introduction 

Generalized Pascal triangles (they will be defined below) can be considered as 

computations of one-dimensional cellular automata from finite initial configurations. 

(As usual, a configuration is called finite if its support, i.e., the set of all cells which are 

not in the quiescent state, is finite.) They most immediately correspond to the cases of two- 

element neighborhood, but they can be used to arbitrary fixed neighborhoods as well. 
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Cellular automata are often used to simulate some physical processes; of course, 

two- and three-dimensional ones are more suitable for this purpose but in some cases 

also one-dimensional cellular automata are useful. In the present paper only one- 

dimensional case is considered. Imagine, for example, waves spreading on a water 

surface (in a narrow and very long reservoir for one-dimensional case). If we throw 

several stones into water the waves will spread at the water surface. The size and the 

form of the waves will depend on the number of thrown stones, their weights etc., but 

the speed of wave head will be usually independent on these circumstances. Hence, it is 

natural to ask that a cellular automaton used to simulate this waves has the following 

property: 

In every computation with jittite nonempty initial coqjiyuration, the length of the 

support is (usymptoticully) linear function of time, and the speed qf‘its growth does not 

depend on the initial configuration. 

Of course, this property can be easily obtained if the speed is the maximal one 

allowed by the considered type of neighborhood (sometimes called “speed of light”). 

Also some lower rational speeds can be easily obtained. On the other hand, by the 

simulation of a suitable Turing machine also irrational speeds can be obtained; 

however, in this case the speed usually depends on the initial configuration (and not 

necessarily exists for all initial configurations). 

The aim of the present paper is to present another method to obtain irrational 

speeds. It is based on the following observation. Let the configurations of a cellular 

automaton A be considered as b-adic numbers and one step of its computation 

corresponds to the multiplication by 4. Then (under some assumptions) the lengths of 

configurations in a computation of A grows with the speed log,q. We shall use this 

idea to construct generalized Pascal triangles (and, hence, implicitly also one-dimen- 

sional cellular automata) with this speed of configuration growth also for some 

noninteger b and q. For this purpose we shall generalize the notion of b-adic number 

system in a suitable way and we shall investigate a special set K of reals. 

2. Generalized Pascal triangles 

The set of nonnegative integers will be denoted by N; the operators DIV, MOD will 

denote the quotient and the remainder by the integer division (like in the program- 

ming language Pascal). Brackets [ ] will denote the integer part of a real. The set of all 

(rational) integers will be denoted by Z. Further we denote 

D={(x,y)EZxZ;x+y30}. 

If A is an alphabet (i.e., a finite nonempty set) then A’ will denote the set of all 

nonempty words in the alphabet A. The length of a word w will be denoted (w /; it must 

be distinguished from the absolute value of a real by the context. The ith symbol of 

w will be denoted by w(i) [the starting symbol is w(O)]. 
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By an algebra we shall always understand an algebra d = (A; *, o) of signature (2,O) 

and satisfying the identity o * o=o. We shall usually consider finite algebras; the 

exceptions will be explicitly mentioned. 

Definition 2.1. To every algebra &=(A; *,o) and every IYEA+ we associate the 

function G=GPT(.d, w) with the domain D by the formulae 

if.u+y=OandOdx+ $ 
1 1 

ifx+y=Oand not (O<~~[~~<~wj] 

\G(x-l,Y)*G(.x,Y-1) ifx+y>O. 

The functions of the form GPT( &‘, w) for a finite algebra & and a word WE A + will be 

called generalized Pascal triangles (uhbreuiation GPT). 

Example 2.2. Let us imagine the classical Pascal triangle written in the usual way in 

a plane. Let its rows be completed by infinitely many zeros at both sides. Then it is 

natural to consider it as the function P with the domain D and satisfying 

P(x, Y) = 
x + y 

( 1 
if (x, ~)EN x N, P(x, Y) = 0 otherwise. 

X 

We shall always assume the corresponding coordinate system in the plane (the axis 

x is directed right-down and the axis y is directed left-down). The function P can be 

expressed as GPT( c 1.) I), where A” = (N; +, 0) and + is the usual addition on N. This 

analogy explains the term “generalized Pascal triangle”. However, P is not a GPT 

because the algebra _.I-‘ is not finite. Nice (and very often studied) examples of GPT are 

Pascal triangles modulo n, particularly if n is a prime or a prime power. They are 

obtained if the values of P are reduced modulo a positive integer n. We can express 

them in the form GPT( ._ 1,, I), where c t-n = ({ 0, 1, . , n - 1 }; +, 0) and + denotes the 

addition modulo n. 

Definition 2.3. Let .d =(A; *, o) be an algebra, WEA + and HEN. 

(a) The tth row of G =GPT(,d, bv) will be the function h: Z + A defined by 

h(x)=G(x, t-x) for all XEZ. 

(b) The substantial part SP(.d, w, t) of the tth row of G =GPT(&, w) will be the 

empty word if G(x, t-x)=0 for all XEZ; otherwise, SP(._&, w, t) will be the word 

consisting of 

G(u, t-u), G(u+ 1, t-u- I), . . . . G(v- 1, t-u+ l), G(u, t-a), 

where u is the least and c’ is the greatest integer such that G(u, t--u)#o and 

G(v, t-u)#o. 
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In other words, SP(.rY, \v, I) is the least (connected) subword of the tth row of 

GPT(,d, w) which contains all its symbols distinct from o. 

Remark 2.4. Originally (for example, in [2, 31) generalized Pascal triangles were 

associated to the algebras of signature (0, 1, 1,2) (but the approach introduced above 

was also mentioned). Further, the domains of GPT were some proper subsets of D (for 

example N x N). A GPT in the old sense can be transformed into a GPT in the new 

sense if we extend it to the domain D by the new value o. The algebra corresponding 

nowtotheoldalgebra.~=(B;K,l,r,.)canbe.d=(A;*,o),whereA=Bu{o),o~B 

and 

x * J’ = s J’, x*o=r(.x), 0*4’=1(2’), o*o=o 

for all s, J’EB. The constant K [which was used to define GPT( &) = GPT(9, K )] has 

no analogy there; therefore, GPT( .nl’) is not defined now. Note also that sometimes it 

is more suitable to choose OEB; e.g., if we consider the Pascal triangle modulo 

a positive integer II, the choice o=O is suitable. Another difference is that now the 

coordinates of the initial symbol of cv are not fixed as (0,O) and, hence, the set of all 

GPT is closed under horizontal shifts. (This property had no meaning by the original 

definition of GPT.) All mentioned differences (which were marginally considered also 

already in [Z]) are technically advantageous but not very substantial. 

GPT correspond very naturally to the computations of (one-dimensional) one- 

sided cellular automata. However. they can be used also for one-dimensional cellular 

automata with arbitrary neighborhoods. For example, if the neighborhood I- 1, 0, l> 

is considered, then an element of the GPT will code the states of two neighboring cells. 

(Two partitions into such pairs are possible; one will be used in the odd moments and 

the other in the even moments of the discrete time.) 

3. Speeds of configuration growths 

Definition 3.1. Let ,N’=( A; *, o) be a finite algebra and CI be a real. 

(i) We shall say that c( is the speed of configuration growth of Cd, and write 

SpGr(.n/)= x, if there is a constant c such that for every \~EA + - [o) + and every HEN 

IISP(.cJ,,v;t)I-(ISP(.C/,,L’;O)/+Xf)(~( (3.1) 

(ii) We shall write SpGr,(.cJ)=T if for every \vEA+-[o)+ there is a constant 

L’ such that (3.1) holds. 

If SpGr(.J) is defined then SpGr, (.d) is also defined and it holds that 

SpGr,(.cr/)= SpGr(.J). The converse is not true: it may happen that SpGr,(.d) is 

defined and SpGr(.d) does not exist. Analogously, it may happen that 

lim I SP(.pJ, 1%‘; r)I 

I- I t 



exists for every WE A ’ - {o} + and does not depend on w, and, despite this, SpGri( &) 

does not exist. Hence, Definition 3.1 (i) is rather strong. It asks that the configuration 

growth is “as linear as possible” and simultaneously “as uniform as possible”. This 

makes the existence results about SpGr also rather strong, e.g. stronger than that 

about SpGr,. 

Since always I SP(&, w; t) 130 and 1 SP(&, w; f + 1) 16 I SP(,d, w; t) I + 1 we have the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 3.2. For ewry alyehra ~2, if SpGr 1 (~2) is defined then 

O<SpGr,(.d)< 1 

Of course, the same holds also for SpGr. For every rational c(, Odcc d 1, a finite 

algebra .d such that SpGr(.d)=x can be easily constructed. We do not give this 

construction here. Instead, we give an example of irrational SpGr, (&). Its idea will be 

used also in the proof of the main theorem of the present paper. 

Example 3.3. Let .d=(A;*, o), where A={O, 1,2, . . . . 9}, o=O and for all x,y~A 

x*y=(2x) MOD 10+(2y) DIV 10. 

(Hence,e.g.,6*7=12MOD10+14DIV10=2+1=3.) 

Consider GPT( cd, w) for some KJE A ’ - 10) +; for w = 57 it is displayed in Fig. 1. If 

w is the decadic representation of the integer m then tth row of GPT(.&‘, w) contains 

the decadic representation of m * 2’: this representation consists of the substantial part 

of the tth row and (may be) several additional zeros from the right. Since the length of 

the decadic representation of an integer is approximately its decadic logarithm we 

could prove SpGr, (<d)=log,,, 2. However, SpGr(.d) is not defined because, e.g., if 

w represents 5” then I SP( JY’, w; t) 1 for t < II decreases to 1, and only then increases with 

the speed log,, 2. 

4. The set K 

This section has an auxiliary character. A special set K of reals (more precisely, of 

nonnegative algebraic integers, as we shall see later) will be introduced and studied 

000570000 
001140000 

000228000 
000456000 

000091200 
000152400 

Fig. 1 
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there. It is important to know that K is sufficiently rich because the parameters in our 

main theorem will be chosen from K. The other properties of K are not so important 

now. 

Definition 4.1. (a) A finite sequence 

(PI, 823 ,..3fi/f) (4.1) 

of positive reals will be called a K-system if there are nonnegative integers 

aijkr i,j, k~{ 1, 2, . . , n I,, such that for all i, k~ { 1, 2, . , II} it holds that 

BiBk= i aijkBj. (4.2) 

(b) A 
integers 

(c) K 

j=l 

K-system (4.1) will be called a K-system for a real x if there are nonnegative 

hr, b2,...,b, such that 

~=b,B1+h282+ . ..+bJ.,. (4.3) 

is the set of all reals for which a K-system exists. 

(d) The product of two finite sequence of reals 

(a,, x2, . . ..Gth (Bl,lj2>...rlj,l) 

will be the sequence 

Instead of “linear combination with the coefficient in N” we shall say shortly 

“additive combination”. Instead of “linear combination with the coefficient in Z” we 

shall say shortly “integer linear combination”. 

Lemma 4.2. (a) !f(fil, f12, . . , /I?,,) is a K-system then the sequence (1, PI, p2, . . . , fin) is 

also a K-system. 

a 

(b) If(flr, fiz, . . ../I.,) is u K-systemjbr r>O then the sequence (/II, f12,...,&,,~) is 

K-system. 

(c) The product qftwo K-systems is also u K-system. 

The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. 

Lemma 4.3. For every reul r the,followiny conditions ure equivalent: 

(i) CLEK. 

(ii) There are positire reuls yI, y2, . .., ;lk and nonnegative integers dij, 

i, jE{ 1, 2, .., k} such that r is Lm additive combination sf y,, y2, . . , Ilk und 
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f!)=[f ;; :: ;;I f). 

(iii) There are positive reals dl, h2, . . . . 6,, positive integers no, n,, n,, 

polynomials with nonnegative integer coeficients 

g(XI,X2,...,.~s),fi(XIrX2,...,Xs),...,f~(X1,X2,...,Xs) 

of degrees less than no, n,, . . . , n,, respectively, such that 

cc=g(81,&, . ...&) 

andfor all iE{ 1,2, . . ..sj 

syq =,fi(81, 82, . .) 6,). 

405 

(4.4) 

n, and 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Proof. The implications (i) + (ii) and (ii) -+ (iii) are almost obvious; hence, it suffices 

to prove (iii) -+ (i). Let us assume that (iii) holds. Then let n= n, n2... n, and let 

(Pi> B2, ...? P,,) be the product of the finite sequences 

(l,di ,..., Sll-‘), iE{l,2 ,..., sj. 

Then (PI, B2, . . . . fin) is a K-system for c(. To show that, compute formally the value 

g(&, 62, . . . . 6,)and the valuesbipjforall i,jE{1,2,...,n}. Ifaproduct St@...8? 

withji 3 ni for some is ( 1, . , s} occurs there then by (4.7) it can be replaced by a sum of 

similar product of less degree. At the end we obtain an additive combination of the 

reals /Ii, . . . , fin. 

Theorem 4.4. Let n,, n2, . . . , n, be positive integers and 

f;(x,, x2, “. rx,)J2(x1, x2, . . ..%)r . . ..fs(x1. x2, . . ..x.) 

be nonzero polynomials with nonnegative real coejicients and of degrees less than 

nl, n2, . . ..n., respectively. Then there is exactly one s-tuple (6,) d2, . . ,6,) of positive 

reals such that (4.7) holds. 

Proof. Consider the metric space of all s-tuples of positive reals with the metric 

d defined by 

d((a I ,..., as), (PI ,..., /?J)=max {I ;I . In- : l~{l ?...>S)i. 

This metric space is complete. Further, consider the operator F which maps every 

s-tuple ( fxl , . . . , a,) of positive reals to the s-tuple (pr, . . . . ps) defined by 

p;i=fi(ccr, . ..) z,) for all ie{l, . . ..s}. 
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It can be shown that the operator F is contractive: for all s-tuples X, Y of positive reals 

n-1 
d(F(X), F(Y))<- d(X, Y), 

n 

where n=max(n,, . . . . n,). Therefore, by the Banach fixed point theorem F has the 

unique fixed point, and it is the solution of (4.7). 0 

Theorem 4.4 shows that the equations of the form (4.6), (4.7) [and analogously their 

special cases (4.3) with pi replaced by ;‘i. (4.91 can be used to determine uniquely 

concrete elements of K. The equations (4.2) and (4.3) are not so suitable for this 

purpose because they are solvable only if the integers aijk fulfil some rather complic- 

ated conditions. However, they will be most suitable in a proof below. 

Theorem 4.5. (a) The set K contains all nonnegative integers. 

(b) The set K is closed under addition, multiplication and kth root.s (k = 2. 3, 4, .). 

(c) Ifcq,,x ,,..., r,ml~K and y is a positive real such that 

i’“=CI,,-l;‘“~l+ “’ +x,;~+~” (4.8) 

then ;‘E K. 

Proof. (a) is almost obvious: the trivial K-system (1) suffices for the proof. For the sum 

and product in (b), consider a common K-system X for both r and p. [To construct it, 

add 1 to K-systems for a, /?, and then form their product. See Lemma 4.2(a) and (c).] 

Then X is also a K-system for (X+/I’ and ap and, therefore, these reals belong to K. The 

statement for the roots will follow from (c). 

To prove (c), consider the product Y of the finite sequences 

(Pl~B,....,h)> (1,Y,Y2 >... ,F’), 

where the first one is a common K-system for all a,, SI 1, . . , x, 1 [it can be constructed 

from separate K-systems for xi by Lemma 4.2(a) and (c)l. Hence, Y consists of all Big”, 

1 d i < k, 0 <j < n. We may assume /II1 = 1, and then 7 belongs to Y. It remains to show 

that Y is a K-system. To do that, consider the (formal) product of arbitrary two 

elements of Y. The rlth and the higher powers of ;‘ can be eliminated by (4.Q all Mj can 

be replaced by additive combination of /Ii and, finally, (4.2) can be used to replace the 

products of (several) pi by the additive combinations of pi. 0 

Theorem 4.5 shows that the set K is sufficiently rich. Theorem 4.7 will give 

a necessary condition for the elements of K. To prove it, the following lemma will be 

useful. 

Lemma 4.6. For every positice integer k, every sequence of k-dimensional t’ectors with 

integer components contains a member which can he expressed as an integer linear 

combination of the previous members. 
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The proof can be done by induction with respect to k and will be omitted. (Note 

that the mentioned vectors form a noetherian module over the ring of integers; see, 

e.g., CW 

Theorem 4.7. (a) The set K contains no neyatiue real und no real x, O<x < 1. 

(b) All elements of K are algebraic integers. 

Proof. For (a) consider arbitrary K-system and its least element. We can easily see 

that this element is > 1. Hence, all elements of K-systems are 3 1, and it suffices to use 

(4.3). 

For (b), take CLEK - (0) and a K-system for M. Let us express the powers of z as 

integer linear combinations of the K-system and consider the sequence of vectors of 

coefficients. Now we can apply Lemma 4.6 to this sequence. 0 

Remark 4.8. For many elements CLEK there is a K-system (for a) of the form 

(l,z,aZ )..., Xm-1). 

This obviously happens if in the irreducible polynomial 

(4.9) 

f(x)=.?-a,_,.?-‘- ..f -al-u-aoEZ[x] (4.10) 

with the root a all Xi, 0 <i < n, are nonnegative. [To write,f(x) is very often the most 

natural way how to determine CX.] In this case the choice m=n is possible. The above 

situation takes place, e.g., for all EEN and all a+&, a, HEN, b>a2. 

However, in some cases m>n must be chosen. For example, the positive real 

x satisfying z3 = 6~~ - 2r + 6 belongs to K because 

r4=6a3-2r2+6c(=5r3+r3-2a2+6r 

Hence, (4.9) is a K-system (for a) if m = 4, but it is not if IyI = 3. 

The real z = 2 + 4 also belongs to K, because, e.g., (1, 4) is a K-system for it, but 

in this case for no rn~N (4.9) is a K-basis. Otherwise,f(Z + a)=0 for a polynomial 

(4.10) with nonnegative ai, 0 d i < n. Then also ,f(2 - 4) =0 and, hence, f(x) has (at 

least) two positive roots, which contradicts Theorem 4.4. 

There are also /~EK such that for no C(EK and no mEN (4.9) is a K-basis for p. 

We show that b=dg has this property. Assume, conversely, that for some CC, 

m (4.9) is a K-system, for 8. Then since 1 <PC 2 we have p=czk and, hence, 

&VT 2 + 2 for some k. Since (4.9) is a K-system M is a root of a polynomial (4.10) 

with n=m and all aiEN. Then 2fl. 2- 2 1s also a root of this polynomial, which 

contradicts Theorem 4.4. 
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Finally, consider ;‘=-\/:J+,/a/T. It holds ~EK and, analogously as 

above, (4.9) with no VI is a K-system for JJ. A K-system for y is 

(1, CF, d2, ii”. J5, J&s), (4.11) 

where ?i=dm. (Note that $d2, fiS3 need not be included because 

$6’ = 2 + a2.) This K-system is a minimal one for y, even if its members are linearly 

dependent (because 1 - 2d2 + ,,/? = 0). To show the minimality, consider the (approx- 

imate) numerical values of (4.11): 

(1.000, 1.272, 1.618, 2.058, 2.236, 2.844) 

and denote by M (the set of components of) a minimal K-system for y which is 

contained in (4.11). Since there is only one way how to represent y = 6 + 6 A 3.508 as 

an additive combination of (4.1 I), we have 6, &CM. Then also J2, a3, fi6~M 

because they must be additive combinations of M, and they have no nontrivial 

representation as additive combinations of (4.11). Finally, 1 EM because it is necessary 

to represent S4 A 2.618. 

5. Irrational speeds of configuration growths 

We start with a generalization of positional (i.e., usual) number system. The 

generalization will be made for the unique purpose, to help the proof of Theorem 5.3. 

The representation of numbers will not be unique in general. Neither computational 

aspects nor further possible generalizations are considered here. 

Definition 5.1. (i) A positional number system is an ordered triple 

(A, val, b), 

where A is an alphabet (of digits), val is a mapping of A into the set of nonnegative 

reals and the real h> 1 is the basis. 

(ii) The function val is extended to the set A+ by the formula 

val(u,u,_,...u,uo)= i Val(Ui)h’ 
i=O 

for every ncN and all u,,, 11,-r, . . . . ur, uocA. 

Lemma 5.2. For every positioncrl number system (A, val, h) there is a constant c such 

that.for all UEA+ with val(tc(O))#O it holds 

( lul-log,val(tr) (dc. (5.1) 

Proof. Denote by m, M the minimal positive and the maximal member of the set 

(val(.u): YE A 1; the values M, IFI exist because A is finite and contains a positive 
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member u(O). Since 

409 

mbval(u(O))<M and O<val(u(i))<M for all i, 1 <i<lul, 

we have 

M b’“’ 
w&-~ dval(u)<- 

b-l 

and, hence, 

m<val(u) M 

b lbl”l<_ b-l’ 

The bounds on both sides are positive and independent on u. Hence, the b-adic 

logarithm of the central member, i.e. log,val(u)- 1 u 1 is bounded by their b-adic 

logarithms. This allows us to find a c suitable for (5.1). 

Theorem 5.3. If x, PE K, bEN and 0 < c@ < b then there is a jinite algebra .d = (A; *, o) 

such that 

SpGr(.d) = 
log c( 

logb-logfi 
(5.2) 

Proof. Before the technical details, we explain the idea: Substantial parts of rows of 

GPT(.&, w) will be understood as numbers written in a positional number system with 

the base 6 = b/P and forming of a new row will correspond to the multiplication by CC 

To avoid the difficulty mentioned in Example 3.3 we arrange that the number of 

finishing zeros will not increase. 

Let (or, ik,...,lin), yl = , 1 be a K-system for both c(, /I and let B be the set of all 

additive combinations of yI, y2,. . . ,‘J”. Let us define two unary operations divb, modb 

on the set B as follows. 

If x = 0 then let divb(x) = modb(x) =O. 

For x>O let div,(x) be the greatest element of {uef?: x-buEB--{O}} (this set is 

finite and nonempty) and let mod,(x) be such that 

x = b div,( x) + mod,(x). 

The latest formula obviously holds also for x = 0. Further, x #O implies mod,(x) #O. 

We can also see that the values mod,,(x), XEB do not exceed 

M=max{(b-l)(y,+y2+ ..f +y,,), bmax{~1,~2,...,;~,,}} 

Now we define for all x, JIEB 

x * y= mod,(ctx) + /II div,(ccy) 

and choose a suitable real m so that the set A = {xEB: x<mf contains at least two 

members and is closed under *. 



We shall show that the choice m = hM/(h - ap) suffices. Since m > 1 we have 0, 1 EA; 

it remains to show .Y * YE A for arbitrary s, YEA. Since 

we have 

and, hence, .Y *YE A. 

Now we put o = 0 and .d = (A; *, 0). It remains to show that (5.2) holds. To do that, 

consider the positional number system (A, val, h/b), w h ere val(x)=x for every XEA. 

For every MEA’ - io)+ and HEN 

val( SP( .d, \v; t + 1))= 2 val( SP(.d, ~1; t)). (5.3) 

We shall prove it formally later; now we only note that any element u which occurs in 

SP (.R/, ~.;t) at the rth position (from the right) contributes by 

u1 = [I div,( u), u,=mod,,(ru) 

into the (r + I )th and the rth position of SP(.n/, w; t + 1 ), respectively. Their common 

contribution to val(SP(.d, \c; t+ 1)) is 

urCsr+l +UoCY=ru6’, 

i.e., r-times greater than the contribution of u into val( SP(.d, w; t)). 

The equality (5.3) immediately implies that 

val(SP(.d, \r; t))= c(’ val( SP( ,d’, \v; 0)) 

and, hence, 

log, val(SP( &, r2‘; t)) = t log, c( +log, val(SP(.d, \v; 0)), 

where 6 = b/j?. Now let c be the constant from Lemma 5.2 for our positional system. 

Applying Lemma 5.2 for U= SP( .d, w; t) and for u = SP( .d, w; 0) we can obtain 

~~SP(.d,w;r)~-(rlog,r+~SP(.d,w;O)~)~~2c. 

Hence. 

log C! 
SpGr(.R/)=log,cc=-----= 

log M 

log6 logb-logp’ 

what we wanted to prove. 

It remains to prove (5.3). Let MJE A + -{O]+, G=GPT(.d, 1~) and HEN. Let s be the 

minimal integer such that G( t-s, s)#O, i.e., G(t-s, s) is the rightmost symbol of 
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SP(d, w; t). Then we have 

val(SP(.&, ~;t))= f G(t-y,y)dYeS. 
y=S 

(The sum is only formally infinite; almost all summands are 0.) Since x * y # 0 for x # 0 

we have 

G(t+l-s,s)=G(t-s,s)*G(t+l-s,s-l)#O. 

Further, obviously, G(t + 1 -y, y)=O for all y<s and, therefore, 

val(SP(&, w;f+l))= t G(t+l-y,~~)6~-” 
J=S 

=b$s(mod,(@G(t-y, y))+pdiv,(aC(Lf 1 -y,y- 1)))6”-” 
_’ 

X. 
= 1 mod,(ctG(t-y, y))Sy-’ 

+ f pdivb(ctG(t+ 1 -y, y- l))S’-’ 
y=s 

= f modb(srG(t -y, y))dy-’ 
jJ=s 

+ f /?divb(cxG(t-y, y))dY’lms 
y=s- 1 

= f mod,(zG(t-y, y)fiyms 
y=S 

x 
+ 1 fldivb(crG(t-y, y))~?~+‘~’ 

=y$s(mod,(rC(r-y. y))+B6div&G(r-y, Y)J)~‘-’ 

= f ctG(t-y, y)Gy-“=c( val(SP(d, w; t)), 
y=S 

and the proof of (5.3) is finished. 0 

Theorem 5.3 can be applied with many rather complicated parameters LX, j3; we do 

not present such examples. One of the simplest possibilities to obtain an irrational 

speed of growth by Theorem 5.3 is the following. 
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Example 5.4. Let C( = 2. p = 1 and h = 3. In this case the trivial K-system (1) and m = 6 

are sufficient (even if the formula from the proof gives a higher value); then 

A = -(O, 1, 2, 3,4, 5,6) and SpGr(.c/)= In 2/ln 3 = log, 2. 

Example 5.5. The same speed of growth as above can be also obtained by an algebra 

of cardinality 6. Let A= [o, 0, 1, 2, 3,4), h=3, val(o)=O and val(i)=i for the other 

iE A; hence, (A, val, h) is a positional systems “with two zeros”. Let .d = (A; *, o), where 

o*o=o* 1 =o, o*O= 1 (the exception!) and 

.u*y=(2val(.u)) MOD 3+(2 val(y)) DIV 3 

in all other cases. 

The trailing zeros are not a problem because they are represented by O’s, and not by 

the quiescent state o. The problem with leading zeros is solved by the exceptional rule 

o * 0= 1 which causes them not to exist after the initial step. If the exceptional formula 

o * 0= 1 is not used in the computation of SP(.d, W; t + 1) then (5.3) (with r =2) holds. 

This is true for all r >O because then SP(.d, W; t) does not contain any subword 00. 

The change of 1 SP(.d, W; t)l in the initial step can be estimated directly (i.e., without 

using val), and then SpGr(&)=log, 2 can be proved. 
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